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Connextions Magazine Issue 22:
Travel Heels introduced us to the
World’s Top LGBTQ Travel Experts.
We also explored Gran Canaria in
Spain, which has become a great
vacation spot for LGBTQ travelers.
The island had no clue what to expect when 11 Gay Travel Writers
and Bloggers were invited to the
gay bungalows resort, Paso Chico.
Plus our LGBTQ Family participates
in one of the most popular
getaways, Cruising!

Cover Photo by: David Duran
Location: Antarctica
The
southernmost
continent
containing
the
geographic
South Pole and is situated in the
Antarctic region of the Southern
Hemisphere. It is surrounded by
the Southern Ocean and it’s the
fifth-largest continent and 98% of
it is covered by ice. On average,
it’s the coldest, driest, and windiest
continent, reaching
−89.2°C
or −128.6°F, from 1,000 to 5,000
people reside there throughout
the year.
Read more on page 8

Find us, Follow us, Like us, Tweet us, Pin us, Share us on all
Social Media sites @ConnextionsMag #ConnextionsMag

Connextions Magazine, the Travel & Lifestyle magazine for the LGBTQ Traveler since
2010, is a proud member of the International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association,
National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association, Gay European Tourism Association &
National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce, as well The travel Media Sponsor of
HRC Greater New York.
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Letter from the Editor

LIVE | TRAVEL | CONNECT

Connextions Magazine issue #23: Nice Life takes a closer look at climate change through an Antarctica
expedition aboard the National Geographic Explorer, and Travel Writer Clark Harding makes his
Connextions Magazine debut, while Featured Writer David Duran takes control of the images. Cruise
along as these boys deal with sea-sickness and dating apps in Antarctica.
We are also lifting the veil upon one of the Caribbean’s best kept secret - Vieques, an island within the
island of Puerto Rico - La Isla del Encanto. One of the local Viequenses takes us on a tour of this secret
island, where the beaches are uncrowded, we find the brightest bioluminescent bay in the world,
very little commercial development, with sophisticated restaurants but no stoplights, local cafés, but
no Starbucks and wild horses roam the island. Ali Rothlizzi takes us on a journey of places to visit as an
LGBTQ Family, as she travels with her wife and kids living Life Through Rainbow Glasses.
Stud muffin and Top Travel Writer, David Perry, takes us on an experience that most LGBTQ people
would overlook - Kansas City, MO. He discovered that Kansas City was more artistic than he thought,
more vivacious than he thought, and certainly more gay than he thought. And as a card-carrying
homo, you’d think he wouldn’t be such a sucker for a stereotype, but oh well who would’ve thunk it!
We are also taking you to “The Jewel of the Riviera Maya.” Where the travel worries are quickly erased
and replaced by the sweet aromas of fresh fruits, unbelievable architectural and natural views, the
taste of the fresh local drinks, this place is definitely a sanctuary for the senses and a resort for the
renewal of both mind and body.
We hope you enjoy our work, we love to read your letters and emails. Don’t forget to find us on social
media channels under our handle @ConnextionsMag.
MVP
Editor In Chief
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Travel: Antarctica
Written by: Clark Harding
Clark

Harding

has

been

traveling

internationally since the age of six. A
graduate of The George Washington
University’s School of Media and Public
Affairs, Harding has made it to all
seven continents before the age of 30.
Normally he lives in Los Angeles but is
currently residing in Toronto, Canada

C

limate Change Deniers Beware…
This Is NOT The Trip For You.
A few guests aboard the National Geographic Explorer
learned that the hard way. Although my travel buddy
David, and I, were confused as to why they showed up
in the first place. A voyage to Antarctica requires such
a passionate curiosity about the planet and its delicate
ecosystems, that the whole genre of travel to the Seventh
Continent is dedicated to preserving it; especially a Lindblad
Expeditions-National Geographic.

because #trump.

Photos by: David Duran
David is a culinary, hospitality and travel
writer who focuses on both domestic
and international travel destinations
for several different markets. His love
for discovering cities and travel spots is
evident as he is away from his favorite
place and home base of New York City
the majority of the time.

“You’d think they’d learn…or, like, want to learn,”
David whispered, as a straight, white, older couple
huffed out of our lecture; offended that anyone
dare suggest protecting our planet was necessary.
“I don’t know what you’re talking about, David.” I
giggled back.
“Climate Change is a hoax.”
This would become our running joke…
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Clark Harding

The Realization
Upon arrival in Ushuaia, Argentina, the world’s
Southernmost city, when the passengers began
to file down the pier, passed Russian Ice Breakers,
did it become clear this was not the crowd we
were expecting. In all honesty, it costs a pretty
penny to take a two-week trip to Antarctica, not
just because of the resources involved in getting
there, but also the creature comforts that Lindblad
Expeditions-National Geographic provides along
the way. Thus, I assumed the only people who
could afford the price tag and the time off would
be older, retirees.
“Wow…ain’t she a classy bitch?” said a
college student, looking up at our ship,
regally docked before us.
To our pleasant surprise, the guests climbing
the ramp were a mixed bag; diverse in age,
nationality, culture and tax bracket. The one
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commonality: they were all effing-smart, interesting
and accomplished…and eager to expand their
horizons. They were the ideal fellow travelers.
“Yeah I’m in grad school at Yale,” said
Taylor, traveling with her sister Meredith, a
software developer from California.
“Cool! I’m studying Biology at Brown,” said
Megs, with her mom who works at Google.
“I hold the record for the fastest, indoor,
downhill ski time,” said Jan, who lives in
Spain with his wife Olga, a doctor.
Lucky for them, Lindblad Expeditions-National
Geographic arms its voyages with the coolest
(pun intended) Expedition Teams in the world.
Scientists, naturalists, guest speakers; the best in
their respective fields, invite the guests to upwards
of two lectures a day. The most reoccurring theme?
Climate Change is not a hoax, which continually
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David Duran

aggravated certain guests who, apparently came
to Antarctica to assert how wrong science is. “We
cover a lot,” says Ken Garret, renowned National
Geographic Photographer, who specializes in
Archeological-Anthropological photography for
the Magazine, and held photography classes on
the ship.
“Ugh,” winced David, as I stuck a
Scopolamine patch behind his ear to
prevent sea sickness.
“I just don’t get it. If you’re a conservative
doesn’t that mean that you want to
conserve the planet, making you a
conserve-ationist? ”
Scruff at Sea
Completely switching topics: there’s nothing
funnier than watching two gay guys, trying to
stagger through a rocking ship’s hallway…while
ConnextionsMagazine.com

on Scruff. Fellow passengers were impressed with
our ability to steady ourselves against the pitching
and waving while thumb scrolling at the same
time. And boy were we shocked at how many
gay people were there with us.
My travel buddy and I expected to be the token
gays on The White Continent, but upon sailing
around Cape Horn and into the Drake Passage,
we fired up ye’ old apps off the pricey satellite wifi
(I mean hey, a girl’s gotta post selfies to her IG),
only to discover the Antarctic and sub Antarctic
regions are just as diverse in sexual identity as they
are in wildlife: there were other gay passengers,
other gay staff members, gays on other ships we
passed, gays on research stations.
What was even more remarkable, is the fact
that what’s deemed a hookup app, became a
forum for discussions on geography, biology and
general, ahem, polar enthusiasm. A total bro-dad
from Atlanta, complete with croakies attached
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to his sunglasses, sat with us one day on a zodiac
tour with his son. We were zipping past a glacier in
Paradise Bay, Gentoo Penguins porpoising beside
us, as we were on the lookout for a Humpback
Whale. When out of nowhere the bro-dad was
like,
“Yeah I left my husband at home cuz he
doesn’t like to ‘rough’ it.”
“Honestly I did not see that coming,” I told
David, that night in the ship’s glamorous
dining room.
“I know, right?! And here I thought the gays
only went on Atlantis Cruises.”
“Nope,” I added. “We are like the
Crabeater Seal, literally the most prolific.”
“Um
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yeah.

Except

we

don’t

have

perforated molars to sieve out Antarctic
krill.” I stopped and looked at him with a
raised eyebrow.
“I learned that in our lecture today,” he
smirked.
Rugged and Luxurious
According to Andy, the ship’s supply buyer, who
has been traveling to Antarctica for nine seasons,
the best time to come here is in late December.
“Because all the chicks haven’t grown
up yet, and the snow hasn’t completely
melted or turned pink with guano.”
He also told me this on Scruff (naturally).
“It’s also the best time for guests, because
it’s over the holiday so you get younger
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Travel: Antarctica

people who don’t take time away from
school.”

bright orange, parkas to keep you warm and
visible.

Which would explain the age diversity of our fellow
guests. What’s fantastic about Expedition Travel is
the nature of its business model: rugged by day,
luxury by night (even though Antarctic summers
are light all night but whatevs). The ship only holds
150 people max, which allows for inter-passenger
intimacy as well as intimacy with the surrounding
environment.

“My parka smells like Penguin guano,”
David said as we were disinfecting our
boots in the ship’s mud room.

In conjunction, Antarctica itself is rugged and
luxurious. You’ll often hear people say they “went
to Narnia.” The scenery is so epic, even if you
don’t want to go ashore to the penguin colonies,
hanging out at the bow or observation deck is just
as worth it. For the most part, travelers spend little
time in their staterooms, except to maybe have a
hot shower, change and run back out again. On
The Explorer, they provide you with heavy duty,

Antarctica is basically a gigantic preserve, and
no one wants non-indigenous anything getting
ashore. Therefore, passengers must step in
disinfectant solution every time they leave and
enter the ship.
“Then you shouldn’t have laid down to
get that photo,” I insisted, as we sloshed
around.
“But the baby Adelie chick was sooooo
cute,” He whined.
“You know, Adelie penguin populations

have declined 65% in the
last 20 years because
Climate Change is a
hoax.” I said.
“Ha,” snickered David.
“Did you learn that from
a lecture?”
“No. I learned it from
Scruff.”
And what a better way to
close out the year, than
by spending New Years
Eve, floating amongst the
icebergs? The Antarctic
summer sun, barely setting,
casts a romantic glow on
the ice and the year ahead.
“When we went through
the Lemaire Channel,”
David
reminisced
“I
literally think I was out on
deck all day.”
“And Omigod Iceberg
City?” I continued “When
we pulled right up to that
one that was the size
of an office building? I
died.”
“I just wish everyone
could see this place,
before the whole thing
melts.”
“I don’t know what you’re
talking about, Climate
Change is a hoax.”
That joke never gets old.
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